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un catalogo de piezas elctrnicas para hino, que cuida de repuestos, instrucciones de repuesto, instrucciones de instalacion, manual
de instalacion, manual de instalacion para cuadri y moto, manual de reparacion para la maquinaria hino, mecanegas, mecanegas
diesel, triciclos, crankshafts, etc. insist on genuine parts. hino parts are engineered utilizing the highest quality materials and
specifications and matched to work optimal together and to the precise specifications of the engine, transmission, body and
vocation. insisting on genuine parts ensures long term performance backed by the industry leading hino warranty. hino now offers a
preventive service care program for all diesel-only hino models called hinocare. available in various plans ranging from 2 to 6 years,
hinocare provides value in peace of mind by totally covering and managing scheduled standard maintenance items such as: this
extended warranty does not cover any of the following: • spare parts, other than any special tooling, that are not strictly required for
the purpose for which the hino vehicle was manufactured, such as that which is strictly related to the installation of another part. •
spare parts that are not under warranty coverage and that are not deemed necessary to the vehicle. • windshield replacement,
window replacement, wing replacement, front grille or b-pillars (if any), spare parts, accessories or replacement parts that are not
strictly related to the maintenance of the vehicle. • accessories and replacement parts that are not strictly required for the purpose
for which the hino vehicle was manufactured, such as those which are considered "cosmetic" items.
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Hino Hifi-II EPC. At the turn of the century, Hino has patented a revolutionary system that uses electronics to monitor essential
components of the vehicle and automatically diagnoses and repairs any problem without any manual intervention. Hino Electronic
Variable Transmission (Hino EVT) is the most advanced electronic control system for the world's largest urbanized cities. It works

hand-in-hand with Hino Electronic Control System (Hino ECS) and is fully compatible with Hino HyFi®. It is efficient and less costly,
as compared to the conventional method. The future. Hino Hifi-II is an electric control system for trucks. It is an engine with a
difference. It uses only electric power to deliver the same horsepower and torque of the Hino Hybrid Technology, but is safer,

economical, and will not harm the environment. Hino Hybrid Technology features the next generation control system, an electronic
control system in the future Hino Hybrid Technology (Hino HyFi®). Hino HyFi® uses only electricity for all driving motions. Electricity
is strong, safe and environmentally- friendly, but it is not yet an important power source for trucks. Hino HyFi® is the future of Hino
HyFi™, and a forward technology in the world's largest urbanized cities. Japan made, convenient. The Hino HIECHO-II EC S work from

the engine to the final drive. The combination of Hino HiFi® with Hino EFS guarantees that it is not the driver who has to worry
about the vehicle, but the vehicle that has to worry about the driver. Simply put, it is Japan's future high-class truck and the world's

first super-truck, which provides the driver the greatest comfort and fuel efficiency. 5ec8ef588b
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